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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
By Thomas W. Repczynski, Esq.
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Two score and seven plus years ago my mother brought forth the
then-newest member of the Red Sox Nation, conceived in
Connecticut and later dedicated to the proposition that no one
cares what you know ‘til they know that you care. . . .
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Our greatest presidents, it seems, have been defined to a
substantial degree by the events of their time as much as how
they responded to meet the challenges they faced. Let not my
tongue-in-cheek homage to Lincoln's great battlefield address
be misconstrued as anything other than a lighthearted tribute to
a great leader whose eloquence served to underscore actions
that spoke louder than words ever could, while the force of his
mid-19th century linguistics nevertheless continues to be felt
today well into the 21st century. I credit my former boss and then
Managing Partner James W. Korman with promoting an
approachand instilling an esprit de corps whereby one takes
one’s work—especially a client’s work—with an utmost seriousness, but oneself not so much.
In recent years our own FBA leaders, my predecessors, have
faced budgetary shortfalls; state and county funding issues that,
have, in turn, generated concerns over downsizing of the judiciary and programming constraints; and other innumerable
challenges. As to those in whose footsteps I now endeavor to
follow, I begrudge them nothing of the credit they deserve for the
leadership exhibited, stewardship brought to bear, successes
achieved, and legacies left behind. I would be short-changing
them if I did not also recognize and credit them for their collective
part in the incomparability of our second-to-none local judiciary
(past and present), the selection process for which they helped
develop and oversee, and the authorization and funding for which
some in particular have fought, and continue to fight mightily to
secure and maintain, as well as the resulting financial and
overall strength of our Bar organization today. That said,
however, I am confident that not a single past president would
denigrate my recognizing the strength and depth of
our countless member volunteers, dedicated FBA staff and,
especially, our FBA Executive Director Courtnie Norris, who does,
and who collectively do, so much, and without whom an FBA
President would be completely ineffectual.
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John Donne is credited with observing that "no man is an
island." Though only just beginning my presidency, I have
served on the Board long enough to know and have long
recognized that, like Yvonne McGhee before her, Courtnie and
her staff are primarily responsible for the lion's share of what
we are able to do as an organization, and for much of the
success for which we as Bar leaders are so frequently
credited. Far from believing I might be capable of doing great
things over the coming year, I recognize and appreciate that
any would-be achievements of my presidency are more likely to come in spite of me than
because of me, and almost assuredly because of the sustained, and often thankless,
efforts of the FBA staff and literally hundreds of volunteers.
So it is now at the beginning of my presidential year that I choose to thank publicly the
FBA staff, members of the Board, the countless volunteers, and especially Courtnie—as
she looks to celebrate 20 years with the FBA this coming Spring [having apparently
joined us as a preteen!?], for the many years of devoted service and for the year ahead.
With the Supreme Court event this August, the Convention at Nemacolin in October, a
Jurisprudence Award dinner honoring Judge Gerald Bruce Lee as he looks to step down
this Fall from the Federal Bench and a lifetime of public service (formal announcement
coming soon!), upcoming judicial investitures and portrait unveilings, our annual Bench
Bar Dinner Dance in the Spring, and so much more ahead of us, this promises to be a
truly incredible year.
I close as I began with thoughts of Lincoln, noting that if I had more time this "address"
would be shorter. To those who know me well enough to have supported me in the belief
I might be able to handle this position, I hope not to disappoint you. To those of you who
don't yet know me, I hope for an opportunity to meet over the coming year and encourage
you to introduce yourself if you get a chance. To my detractors and any would-be
naysayers, I hope you might consider giving me a chance to surprise you. To all who
have read this far, I thank and commend you. In any event . . . HERE WE GO!
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DIVERSION FIRST PROVIDING MUCH-NEEDED RESOURCES TO MENTALLY ILL DEFENDANTS
By Andrew T. Elders, Esq., Chair, Criminal Practice Section

Representing criminal defendants with serious mental illness (SMI) is a challenging process, even in the best of situations. But
Fairfax criminal practitioners have struggled for many years with inadequate care and supervision in the jail, disjointed court
processes, and most of all, a lack of resources in the community. These roadblocks often forced clients with SMI into a choice: Either
linger in the jail for several months while awaiting mental health evaluations and treatment, or seek out the best plea deal possible
at the earliest possible date (regardless of the merits of the case).
Fortunately, the last few years have seen a dramatic turnaround for criminal defendants with SMI. The Diversion First initiative is a joint
project offering “alternatives to incarceration for people with mental illness or developmental disabilities who come into contact with
the criminal justice system for low level offenses.” Diversion First is a collaborative effort of the Community Services Board (CSB), the
Sheriff’s Office, the Fairfax County Police Department (FCPD) and Fairfax County Fire and Rescue, the Court Services Division, and
the Courts themselves. In several different ways, the efforts of Diversion First are reducing the number of defendants with SMI in the
jail and improving the care they receive while they are incarcerated.
First, our first responders have made significant advances in dealing with persons with SMI who encounter police and fire and rescue
personnel. Hundreds of FCPD officers, dispatchers, and other first responders have received Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) training,
which gives trainees tools to de-escalate interactions with people with SMI. Ultimately, this training should reduce instances of
violence between first responders and people with SMI, which in turn reduces the number of arrests within that population. Additionally, since 2016, FCPD has diverted over 500 people who would potentially have been charged with minor crimes to the Merrifield
Crisis Response Center. This process helps people with SMI get the help they need while keeping them out of the criminal justice
system.
Second, care and services for defendants with SMI have vastly improved over the past few years. The Community Services Board and
the Sheriff’s Department are working hard to identify defendants with SMI much earlier in the process. Magistrates, booking deputies,
and Court Services are screening defendants with SMI and collecting their mental health histories more rapidly than ever before. This
allows them to identify defendants who can be admitted to bail with appropriate services, and to better treat those who are held
pretrial. Ultimately, this process should help to better identify people who can be safely released, meaning that less defendants will
be held simply because they suffer from mental illness. For defense attorneys, understanding these resources and using them
effectively in court is imperative for those who represent this group of clients. The CSB is working with these clients in the jail (even
before their attorneys ever meet them, in most cases) and can help coordinate care for defendants upon release. This continuity of
care can go a long way in convincing judges that your client with SMI can be relied upon to return to court for trial.
Third, Diversion First resources are now in place to speed the process for defendants requiring competency hearings and restoration. Many clients with SMI are unable to understand the proceedings or (more commonly) to effectively assist their attorney in
representing them. The Courts, with the assistance of the Court Services Division and CSB, are working to quickly identify these
clients within the jail and, where possible, alert defense counsel to their needs. In such cases, defense counsel should look into filing
a competency motion pursuant to Va. Code §19.2-169.1. When they do so, the Code now requires both defense counsel and the
Commonwealth to provide certain information to the court and the evaluator. Court policy and the Code now require these processes
to be completed at a much faster pace than before. This places additional time pressure on all parties involved, but greatly benefits
clients with SMI by reducing the chances that they will sit in jail or a state hospital for months while awaiting action relating to
competency evaluations.
Finally, while the program is called Diversion First, the resources it deploys can work for our clients at every stage of the criminal
representation. Recommendations from Diversion First can be used to create treatment plans to persuade prosecutors to offer
misdemeanors in felony cases. Their assessments can be used at sentencing to persuade judges that incarceration is not necessary, or that local jail sentences are preferable to prison sentences. And when your client with SMI goes on probation or reenters the
community after serving his sentence, Diversion First resources can help him succeed on probation and can even help to arrange
treatment and housing.
There is a lot more to say about Diversion First, everything that’s being done to help clients with SMI both in and out of the jail, and what
criminal defense attorneys need to know to be effective (and competent) in litigating these issues, but space is limited here. I’ll leave
you with the contact information for the people you need to be speaking with if you are facing these issues in your upcoming cases:
Marissa Farina Morse (CSB Service Director, Diversion First): 703-246-4431
Jay Converse (Supervising Deputy Clerk – Judges’ Chambers): 703-246-8133
Charlene Bartlett (CSB Mental Health Manager): 703-246-4335
Daryl Washington (CSB): Daryl.Washington@fairfaxcounty.gov
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2017 Fairfax Bar Association 17th Annual

Spring Golf Tournament
By Robert S. Letnick, Esq.
The Fairfax Bar Association held the 17th Annual Spring Golf Tournament on Monday, May 15, 2017 at the Westfields Golf Club. As in
prior years, this tournament was held on the first Monday after Mother’s Day. In the weeks prior to this event, the weather was generally
cold and rainy, however, those who participated were treated to a beautiful spring day with temperatures in the low 70’s.
Our yearly tradition continued with a silent auction at the golf tournament benefiting the Fairfax Law Foundation. The Law Foundation
supports valuable programs in the community including pro bono legal services to indigent clients, maintaining the Fairfax Public
Law Library, and offering law-related education programs to area students, including the court tours that many of us see taking place
at the Courthouse. During the silent auction, there were many rounds of golf from area golf courses auctioned off, including golf at the
Westfields Golf Club, Stonewall Golf Club, The Golf Club at Lansdowne, Potomac Shores Golf Club, Heritage Hunt Golf Club, and the
Old Hickory Golf Club.
The format for our yearly tournament remained a scramble (Captain’s Choice). For those who are not aware, at each hole each
member of the team hits a tee shot and the team then selects which of the tee shots is the best ball to play. The players then play their
next shot from that spot. This process continues for each shot thereafter, including putts, until the ball is in the hole. Therefore, if one
or more members of the team hits a bad shot, they can also rely on their partners, which makes for a variety of emotions out on the
golf course including a substantial amount of humor.
This year’s event was highly competitive with a number of teams shooting in the 50’s. The first place team shot a score of 53, or 18
under par, which was the team of Bob Letnick, Jeremy Letnick, Bob Farrell, and Raj Dua. In second place with a score of 56, or 15
under par, was the team of Steve Cochran, Bill Musto, Mike Murray, and Scott Heon. Finishing in third place was the team of Dickson
Young, Brian Drummond, Justin Daniel, and Dave Gardy. The last place team in this event, also known as the most honest team, shot
a 2 over par 73. This is a substantial improvement over past years, including last year, when the last place team shot a 12 over par 83.
Apparently after all of these many years finishing as the most honest team, some of the members of this group must have been
practicing.
While warming up in preparation for the golf tournament, the annual putting contest was held. To reach the finals of the putting contest,
each of the participants had to sink a 15-foot putt with a significant amount of left or right break. Only a few golfers qualified for the
finals this year due to the difficulty of this qualifying putt. The putting contest was won by Dave Bartee.
The women’s longest drive on the 11th hole was won by Nicole Robinson, while the men’s longest drive on hole #6 was won by
A.J. Buniak. There were five closest-to-the-pin competitions with one on each of the par 3 holes, and one on the par 4 14th hole. Ted
Britt Ford once again sponsored the hole-in-one competition on the 3rd hole, which is considered by many to be the signature hole
on the golf course. Ted Britt Ford provided the hole-in-one prize, a beautiful gold Lincoln MKZ. The flag location for this hole was in the
back left corner of the green, requiring a tee shot over a water hazard to a pin barely on the green. The closest-to-the-pin competition
on this hole was won by Bob Farrell at a distance of 17’8”. The closest-to-the-pin competition on hole #12 was won by Bill Musto at
6’6”. The closest-to-the-pin competition on the par 4 14th hole was won by Mike Murray at 14’6”. The women’s closest-to-the-pin
competition on hole #7 was won by Dana Kornburger, while the men’s closest-to-the-pin competition on hole 17 was won by Alex
Lewis at a distance of 7’6”. The yearly closest-to-the-keg competition on hole #1 was won by Anna Gillespie at 6’5”.
There is a long list of sponsors and donors who helped make this tournament a great success this year. Special recognition goes out
to the Eagle Sponsors including: Fairfax Memorial Park who was the exclusive lunch sponsor for this event; and Ted Britt Ford. Birdie
Sponsors included: Charlson, Bredehoft & Cohen, P.C.; Robinson Law, PLLC; and the law firm of Roeder & Cochran, PLLC. The
Par Sponsors included: Freedom Bail Bonding; Kirby-Hunter Investigations, Inc.; Letnick Law Firm, PLC; Rudiger, Green & Kerns
Reporting Service; ShounBach; Tom Tobin, Appraiser; Weiner, Spivey & Miller, PLC; Whitestone|Young, P.C.; and The Fitting
Studio at Westfields Golf Club.
Special recognition also goes out to Herb Hunter of Kirby-Hunter Investigations, Inc. who provided photographs of all of the
participants on the 3rd tee box, as well as both prior to, and after, the golf tournament. While the golfers were practicing either at the
driving range or on the practice putting green prior to the tournament, lunch was served to all participants at the grill adjacent to the
putting green. Prior to the commencement of this tournament, Richard Gray, the Past-President of the Fairfax Bar Association,
presented Jason S. Paul, General Manager at the Westfields Golf Club, with a plaque acknowledging his many years of exceptional
support to the Fairfax Bar Association.
Westfields once again served a fabulous buffet after the golfers completed their rounds, along with some memorable desserts. After
dinner, the prizes were awarded and numerous golf items were raffled off including: 14 individual golf clubs; an entire set of irons from
Adams golf; and dozens of boxes of golf balls This was a memorable event and the entire staff at the Westfields Golf Club did a great
job in assisting the staff of the Fairfax Bar Association in this tournament. For those who participated, two of the assistant golf
professionals from the Westfields Golf Club were on the golf course assisting golfers with their tee shots on the 3rd and 15th holes.
continued on next page
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The Fairfax Bar Association has scheduled a fall golf tournament during the FBA Annual Convention at Nemacolin Woodlands from
October 19-22, 2017. As in all of the Fairfax Bar Association golf tournaments, if you participate you will see a wide variety of skill levels
including many of our golfers who only play once a year in our golf tournaments. All participants have the opportunity to win raffle items
including significant golf merchandise. Please reserve a space on your calendar for the fall tournament at the Convention where you
will have the opportunity to enjoy a beautiful day on the golf course with your friends away from the stress of the office.
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Resumption of Motions Day Ceremony in the 1799 Courtroom
May 12, 2017

Hon. Rosemarie Annunziata, Senior Judge,
Court of Appeals of Virginia; and Hon. John T. Frey,
Clerk of Court, Fairfax County Circuit Court
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Hon. Bruce D. White, Chief Judge, Fairfax County Circuit
Court; and Thomas W. Repczynski, Esq.,
President, Fairfax Bar Association

GENERAL DISTRICT COURT UPDATE
By Carly Jehlen, Esq., and Amy Bradley, Esq., Co-Chairs

This fiscal year, the General District Court Committee will be Co-Chaired by Carly Jehlen and Amy Bradley.
The Committee continues to work in conjunction with the bench, the Clerk’s Office, court services, the Commonwealth’s Attorney,
Public Defender, and members and staff of the Fairfax Bar Association. The Committee has no actual authority to determine policy or
procedures for the court but acts as an excellent facilitator, bringing together folks from these various groups to find ways to solve
problems, streamline procedures, and efficiently serve the interests and concerns of those appearing, practicing, and working in the
General District Court of Fairfax County. Our goal is to make the courthouse work as fast and efficiently as possible, while continuing
to treat all the lawyers, citizens of Fairfax, and our staff with courtesy, professionalism, and the justice they deserve when they walk
through our doors.
We accomplish these goals by debating during our monthly meetings and constantly reviewing the administrative policies of the
court, specifically how our dockets are maintained and what we can better do to serve those who come into contact with our justice
system.

Update on Preliminary Hearing Dockets
Throughout the past few years our court has seen an influx of cases, especially on our felony dockets. As the number of cases on our
dockets has grown, this has caused a delay and heavy burden on our court to move these cases efficiently through the system for the
preliminary hearings in the afternoon. Starting July 10, 2017 we have begun implementing new policies regarding felony cases and
preliminary hearings to hopefully ease the burden on the staff, lawyers, and citizens so these cases can still be handled with the
respect and fairness they deserve. Hearing dates will be moved up, an interim date will be scheduled, and continuances (especially
those left on the 2:00 PM docket) are only to be granted for necessity and good cause shown. Witnesses and attorneys are expected
to arrive at 1:30 PM, and attorneys are encouraged to discuss their cases with the Commonwealth’s Attorney assigned to the case
as soon as possible for earlier discovery and negotiation. (See page 14 for complete details)
This revised policy is the culmination of consultation with, and input from, the Office of the Commonwealth's Attorney; the Public
Defender's Office; and the General District Court Committee of the Fairfax Bar Association; the General District Court Clerk's Office;
and the Sheriff's Office. We hope these earlier time slots and earlier information gathering will allow all parties involved to have a
deeper understanding of their case and be prepared for hearings when scheduled.

Other GDC Committee Activities
The Committee is in a summer hiatus until September, but looks forward to addressing further concerns of the court.
The Committee continues to address the increase in the number and length of dockets due to various factors, including the addition
of hot lane dockets and protective order dockets in recent years. We anticipate staying actively involved with judicial and clerical
funding as these issues arise in the coming year. Additionally, the Committee keeps up-to-date on the lobbying forces in Richmond,
and provides any help necessary for General District Court judgeship funding.
Courthouse construction is to begin over the summer and continue while some courtrooms will go down for renovation. We will be
watching to see if anyone is affected by the limit in the courtrooms during this time.
.
The General District Court is working hard to update with the times and make electronic filing more useable in the courthouse. We
currently have online filing for appearance notices for traffic and criminal cases. Until we have a complete online system, the General
District Court is piloting a program to expand the use of the public email address (gdcmail@fairfaxcounty.gov) to accept more types
of documents for email filing. The goal of this program is to provide a more convenient alternative to in-person filing for all users of
the Court. For details, please visit our information page: http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/courts/gdc/email.htm.
The General District Court Committee meets on the second Thursday of each month at 3:00 PM in Room 201.1. All Fairfax Bar
Association members who practice in General District Court are encouraged to join the Committee. At the end of the day, our goal is
to make court as efficient, fair, just, and pleasant as it can be for all who enter our halls. If you have any questions, comments, or
concerns, please feel free to contact any member of our Board and we will be happy to address your issues. Thank you. We look
forward to seeing more faces in September.
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS SECTION UPDATE
By Stephanie Wilson, Esq., and Erica Geibel, Esq., Section Co-Chairs;
and Kristin Tisdelle, Esq., Section Vice Chair
Fairfax County is uniquely positioned as an epicenter for government
contractors. The Government Contracts Section of the Fairfax Bar
Association recognizes the prevalence of public contracts in this region
and provides opportunities for private practitioners, government
attorneys, and in-house counsel to learn, discuss, and network within
the bustling public procurement community.
By way of example, in 2016-2017, the Government Contracts Section
provided its members with several substantive learning and networking
opportunities. This included CLEs on the following topics:

Thank You
to our

2017 Lawyerpalooza
Sponsors

• An overview of the False Claims Act;
• Recent changes in small business contracting requirements and
the impact on government contracting;
GOLD SPONSORS - $500
• Issues arising from mergers and acquisitions involving government
contractors;
• Limitations and considerations during the government audit
process; and

Gordon & Rees LLC
Marks & Glass
Walsh, Colucci, Lubeley & Walsh, P.C.

• Recent trends and practice tips for bid protests before GAO.
The Section has exciting plans for 2017-2018 and hopes you will take
advantage of the programming and networking opportunities available
to members. Among other topics, planned programming includes:

SILVER SPONSORS - $250

• Insights from In-House Counsel: Tips for the Private Practitioner;

Bancroft, McGavin, Horvath & Judkins, P.C.
Blankingship & Keith, P.C.

• Corruption in Government Contracting;
• Government Contracting and the First Year of the Trump
Administration; and
• Perspectives from the Boards of Contract Appeals.
The Section also expects to sponsor a Government Contracts Section
Happy Hour to provide members with an opportunity to network with
peers inside and outside the Section.
We welcome both new and experienced practitioners at our events as
membership in the Government Contracts Section can benefit attorneys
at any stage in their career. Details for our meetings and CLEs
are provided in the Fairfax Bar Association’s newsletters and sent
to memberships through the Government Contracts Section email list.
CLE credits and meeting registration are provided at no-charge to
Government Contracts Section members, and are $35 per credit for
non-Section members. Meetings and CLEs are typically hosted by local
law firms and generally include lunch. We encourage new firms to host
Section events as it gives our members an opportunity to get to know
more of the firms and attorneys that work in this prominent field.
If you are interested in learning more about the Government Contracts
Section, speaking at a Section meeting, sponsoring or hosting an
event, or would like to suggest a program topic, we would love to
hear from you. Please contact the Section Co-Chairs, Stephanie
swilson@berenzweiglaw.com,
and
Erica
Geibel
Wilson
egeibel@smithpachter.com; or the Section Vice Chair, Kristin Tisdelle
ktisdelle@smithpachter.com. We hope to see you at our upcoming
events!
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Curran Moher Weis
Feldesman Tucker Leifer Fidell LLP
Rees Broome, PC
ShounBach

BRONZE SPONSORS - $125
Nicholas V. Cumings, Esq.
The Susan Hicks Group, PC
Locklin & Coleman, PLLC
Sensei Enterprises, Inc.

IN-KIND SPONSORS
LefflerPhillips, PLLC
SmolenPlevy

LAWYERPALOOZA RECAP
By Brian P. Coleman, Esq.

On June 10, 2017, the Fairfax Bar Association Young Lawyers
Section continued the annual tradition of Lawyerpalooza. Dozens
of young lawyers gathered at the Hunter House in Vienna,
Virginia for an enjoyable afternoon of food, drinks, and family fun.
Perfect weather contributed to a wonderful afternoon. The annual
event promotes camaraderie among the Fairfax Bar Association’s
members and provides a platform for the Young Lawyers Section
to raise money to benefit The Hon. David T. Stitt Scholarship Fund
for George Mason University, School of Law. The Fairfax Bar
Association Young Lawyers Section would like to thank all
sponsors for their help in putting together a successful
Lawyerpalooza.
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PUTTING UP A FIGHT:
HOW TO AVOID, RESOLVE, AND LEARN FROM AN ORGANIZATIONAL CRISIS
By Ryen Rasmus, Esq., FBA Business Law/Corporate Counsel Section Chair, with Shannon Temlak, Esq.

“I didn’t think it would happen here.” Business professionals often utter these words in the wake of an organizational crisis.
With the development of new technology and the simplification of global communication comes greater risk that a crisis can
harm or even destroy a company.
Organizational crises take many forms, from cyber-attacks to employee fraud, and hostile work environments to workplace
violence. To add an additional layer of complexity, an individual or group—with or without ties to the company—can lay the
groundwork for a crisis from inside or outside office walls. Therefore, it is vital for businesses and their attorneys to work
together in an effort to avoid, resolve, and learn from organizational crises.
PREPARE, PREPARE, PREPARE
Making the right preparations can help avert or, at the very least, mitigate a crisis. It is vital to have effective crisis management
policies in place. There is no “blueprint” for what the ideal portfolio of crisis management policies looks like. Rather, an
organization must first decide what crises to prepare for and then assess how prepared the organization is to deal with those
crises.
Workplace violence is an example of a crisis for which all organizations should prepare, as violence is by no means unique to
a few select industries. Policies that can help an organization prepare for a crisis pertaining to workplace violence include: (a)
encouraging employees to timely report offensive or violent conduct; (b) providing methods for employees to file complaints;
and (c) creating a crisis response team.
TAKE CHARGE
Even an organization that has dotted every ‘i’ and crossed every ‘t’ may become a victim of a crisis. Below is a series of steps
an organization should take when confronted with a crisis:
(1) Call 911: First and foremost, immediately contact the police if an employee or a group of employees is
subject to threat or violence.
(2) Ask for help: Keep in mind that there are personnel trained to assist organizations during these challenging
times. Take advantage of them. One example is the Mobile Crisis Unit, an emergency mental health program
that provides on-scene evaluation, treatment, and crisis intervention in the Fairfax-Falls Church Community.
(3) Investigate: An organization should conduct meaningful investigations in a timely fashion. Take care to
secure individuals’ work e-mails and documents and take immediate appropriate corrective action,
if warranted. In the event that employee termination is needed, the organization should document all grounds
for such termination. With every aspect of crisis management, business professionals and attorneys must
beware of interplay with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
LEARN FROM MISTAKES
It is crucial for business professionals and attorneys to use the time period immediately following an organizational crisis as an
opportunity to reflect. Gather a group of stakeholders in the same room to discuss what the company did well and what the
company can improve upon with regard to handling instances of the particular type of crisis your organization recently experienced
(e.g., workplace violence, cyber attacks) we well as overall crisis management.
BOTTOM LINE
Despite the fact that the media of today may desensitize us to organizational crises, it is imperative that business professionals
and attorneys take steps to prepare for crises, be prepared to resolve crises in the event that they do arise, and understand how
to learn from past crises. Taking these steps will save an organization time and money, as well as increase employee confidence.
To this end, the Business Law Section is preparing to conduct an in-depth program about crisis management strategies for
business attorneys in the coming year. If you’re interested, feel free to reach out to us for more information by contacting our
Section Chair by e-mail at RRasmus@BerenzweigLaw.com.
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UPCOMING CLEs/EVENTS

EVENT RECAP:
ANNUAL PARALEGAL BOWLING SOCIAL

On Tuesday, May 16th, the FBA Paralegal Section sponsored its
annual Spring Bowling Social at the newly-transformed Bowlero
Centreville, formerly known as AMF Centreville Lanes. It was a
great turnout, with 64 registered bowlers—right up there with our
record year!
This year, we were fortunate to have among us the likes of Dick
Colten, Edna Vincent, Jay Myerson and Ed Weiner, amongst a
dynamic crowd of participants and bowling enthusiasts. FBA
Paralegal Section Activities Coordinator, Tina Fewell, was also in
attendance and very pleased to have the evening go off without
a hitch. “Overseeing the event, I feel I have a better time than
anyone, even though there is no time for bowling. It brings me
great joy to see everyone truly letting their hair down and enjoying
themselves!,” she says “plus, nothing beats attorneys and
paralegals competing in a fun team atmosphere!”
Many teams came dressed in theme, with “Blue Bling” (aka Team
Planet Depos) taking the top prize for Best Team Duds. Other
prizes were awarded for Top Team Averages & Top Male and
Female Scores. Congratulations to all of the winners and a big
thank you to all of the participants. We look forward to seeing
everyone for an equally great turnout and time next year!
1st Place Team Average .................. Hix Chix
2nd Place Team Average ................. Strike Eagles
3rd Place Team Average .................. Pin Heads
1st Place Male High Score ............... Patrick McMullin
2nd Place Male High Score .............. Steve Goldman
3rd Place Male High Score ............... Jerry Curran
1st Place Female High Score ........... Amy Stidham
2nd Place Female High Score .......... Alma Culbreath
3rd Place Female High Score .......... Janet Lawson

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 2017
INVESTITURE OF DAVID BERNHARD AS JUDGE OF THE FAIRFAX
COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
4:00 - 7:00 PM
Fairfax County Courthouse - Courtroom 5J
Reception to immediately follow.
RSVP to Kim Callahan at
CCR-CircuitCourtRSVP@fairfaxcounty.gov or 703-246-2447.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 2017
THE ETHICS AND ADMISSIBILITY OF SURREPTITIOUS RECORDING
CLE
5:00 - 7:00 PM
2.0 MCLE (2.0 Ethics) Credits (Pending)
Fairfax County Courthouse - 4th Floor Jury Assembly Room
$70 FBA Attorney Members; $100 Attorney Non-Members
$50 FBA Young Lawyers; $80 Non-FBA Young Lawyers
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 2017
ULTIMATE VIEW FROM THE BENCH CLE
4:30 - 7:30 PM
3.0 MCLE (1.0 Ethics) Credits (Pending)
Fairfax County Courthouse
$105 FBA Attorney Members; $150 Attorney Non-Members
$75 FBA Young Lawyers; $120 Non-FBA Young Lawyer
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2017
15TH ANNUAL LEGAL TECHNOLOGY CLE
Presented by the Law Practice Management Section
4:00 PM - 7:00 pm
3.0 MCLE (1.0 Ethics) Credits (Approved)
Fairfax County Courthouse
$105 FBA Attorney Members; $150 Attorney Non-Members
$75 FBA Young Lawyers; $120 Non-FBA Young Lawyers
THURSDAY - SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19-22, 2017
2017 FBA ANNUAL CONVENTION
Nemacolin Woodlands Resort
Farmington, PA
Register online at www.fairfaxbar.org/2017convention.
Sponsorships available. View online at
www.fairfaxbar.org/2017SponsorshipOpps or
contact Brianna Allen at ballen@fairfaxbar.org or 703-246-2735 for more
information.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2017
WHEN “SINS” BECOME DEADLY: USE, ABUSE & ADDICTION CLE
4:00 - 7:00 PM
3.0 MCLE Credits (Pending)
Fairfax County Courthouse
$105 FBA Attorney Members; $150 Attorney Non-Members
$75 FBA Young Lawyers; $120 Non-FBA Young Lawyers
If a participant registers the day of a seminar, a $10 late
registration fee will apply.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2017
IMMIGRATION PITFALLS AND UPDATES FOR NON-IMMIGRATION
PRACTITIONERS CLE
4:00 - 7:00 PM
3.0 MCLE (0.5 Ethics) Credits (Approved)
Fairfax County Courthouse - 4th Floor Jury Assembly Room
$105 FBA Members; $150 Non Members
$75 FBA Young Lawyers; $120 Non-FBA Young Lawyers
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2017
17TH ANNUAL JAZZ4JUSTICE CONCERT
George Mason University Center for the Arts
Save the Date!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW MEMBERS

FBA ESTABLISHES NEW TECHNOLOGY & e-COMMERCE SECTION
Fairfax County is home to more than 6,700 technology and e-commerce companies and has the
highest concentration of technology jobs of any major U.S. market. More than one in four jobs
countywide is tied to the technology and e-commerce industries.

MAY
Wesley D. Allen
Michael DeAgro
Karrie Dodson
Cristina Duarte
M. Pilar Falo
Sarah Gentry
Craig Hoovler
Kim Jones
Mary Nerino
Scott Nolan
Michael Rieger
Terrance R. Robinson
Richard Satterwhite
Alexa Small
Elizabeth Soc
Meredith Toole
Stephen Whelan
Andrea White
Britton Wight

The Technology & E-Commerce Law Section of the Fairfax Bar Association (FBA) was founded to
provide leadership on the emerging legal issues affecting technology and e-commerce companies,
their employees, and their customers. The Section sponsors continuing legal education courses
and provides its members a forum to discuss those issues, including privacy, cybersecurity,
licensing, electronic communications, consumer protection, Internet contracting, and the litigation of
matters involving technology, digital storage, and electronic communication.
An FBA member joining the Section enjoys benefits that include:
•
•
•

An opportunity to develop and foster a network of similarly-interested
professionals, through CLEs, committees, and social functions;
Detailed and practical information for regular practitioners and those who
address technology and e-commerce issues only occasionally; and
Information about the ethical and business-related concerns that emerging
technology creates for long-time practitioners and smaller law firms, with
strategies to embrace technology as a tool for effective advocacy and
representation.

Section membership is $25 per year and is open to all FBA members. For more information about
the Technology & E-Commerce Law Section, please contact Jonathan D. Frieden
jonathan.frieden@ofplaw.com or Jonathan Phillips jphillips@lefflerphillips.com.

FAIRFAX GENERAL DISTRICT COURT IMPLEMENTS A REVISED POLICY ON FELONY CASES
AND PRELIMINARY HEARINGS
Starting on July 10, 2017, the Fairfax County General District Court implemented a revised policy
regarding felony cases and preliminary hearings. This revised policy is the culmination of consultation with and input from the Office of the Commonwealth's Attorney, the Public Defender's Office,
the General District Court Committee of the Fairfax Bar Association, the General District Court
Clerk's Office, and the Sheriff's Office. The revised policy is as follows:
1. Upon Advisement, a preliminary hearing date will be scheduled for a date no later than 60 days
from the date of arrest.
2. On the preliminary hearing date, if the case is not resolved and upon motion, the case will be
continued only upon good cause shown. If the motion to continue is granted and it is a non-DFS
certificate of analysis case, the next preliminary hearing date will be set for no later than 60 days
out. If it is a DFS certificate of analysis case, the next preliminary hearing date will be set for no later
than 120 days out.
3. Absent extraordinary circumstances, the case will not be continued again.
4. If at the initial preliminary hearing date, the parties anticipate a misdemeanor disposition but upon
good cause shown believe a short continuance is necessary to finalize such a disposition, the
preliminary hearing will be continued to a date no later than 60 days out. In addition, an interim
disposition date will be set on the Court's 9:30 a.m. criminal docket for imposition of the anticipated
misdemeanor disposition. If such misdemeanor disposition is finalized as anticipated, it will be
imposed on that 9:30 a.m. docket. If the misdemeanor disposition is not finalized, the case will
remain on the new preliminary hearing date for resolution. Absent extraordinary circumstances,
the case will not be continued again.
5. Except as set forth herein, in court motions to continue will be disfavored. Motions to continue
filed for review in Judges' Chambers should be filed reasonably in advance of the next court date
and will only be considered by the Court consistent with the policy set forth herein.
6. The assigned preliminary hearing docket courtrooms will be open no later than 1:30 pm. The
Commonwealth, defense counsel, officers and other witnesses will be expected to be present at
that time. When the docket is called at 2:00 pm, the parties will be expected to advise the Court of
the status of their case.
7. The number of cases per courtroom will be expanded to effectuate this policy.
8. Consistent with current policy, parties with a case going to preliminary hearing must be ready to
begin the hearing no later than 3:00 PM.
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JUNE
Mariam K . Ahmed
Joseph Beale
Madison P. Bishop
Bennett Brasfield
Jeffrey A. Clark
Punitha Cloud
Deborah C. Corbin
David S. Dischley
Gregory T. DuMont
Paola Flores-Rivera
Thomas D. Frith IV
Carla Gerreiro
Claire E. Keena
Monique Le’Shaun
Beverley E. Loew
Lydia P. Myers
Rina Penaloza
Tiffany Reynolds
Andrew Rudolphi
Coreen Russell
Melisa Ryan
Sara Sakagami
Thomas Steinfeldt
Mona Tehrani
Shannon A. Temiak
JULY
John C. Blanchard
A. M. Christopher
Tom Cummins
Andrea Downing
Mihir Elchuri
Robert B. Evans
Marie Garcia
Anne Griffin
John Heck
Jason Knoster
Kristen L. Loesch
James R. Meizanis, Jr.
Keith J. Minson
Adriaen M. Morse, Jr.
Delshawn Ray
Russell Ray
Xiomara Rubinstein
Genesis Sanjines
Amber Shubin
Paul Vangellow
Marie T. Waymel
Christian Yingling

OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE/RENT
FAIRFAX—ShounBach has available subtenant space, which
includes up to four spacious windowed executive offices and up
to three support stations, which are completely furnished and
nicely situated together for privacy. The space also includes
access to conference rooms, pantry/kitchen, copy room, work
room, storage, and a full-time receptionist for an office sharing
arrangement. Class A building, gym, deli, underground parking,
convenient access to Route 50 and I-66, and the Fairfax
Courthouse. Terms and rent negotiable. Minimum one-year lease.
Please contact Bernie McKeever at Transwestern 703-749-9462.
FAIRFAX CITY—Three offices with reception and kitchen areas
to share. Conveniently located across street from Fairfax
Courthouse, ample parking available. $500 to $800 per month.
Contact Carleton Penn at 703-218-8326.
TYSONS—Spacious, windowed 1st floor office, one block from
Route 7, in luxurious Tysons Corner office building with gym, use
of the lobby, conference room, and fully equipped kitchen; utilities
included; garage parking for attorney and free parking for clients;
free shuttle to Metro; ideal for solo professional practice or as a
satellite office. If interested, please call Melissa at 703-891-2200.
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